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Introduction 
Mariupol has been formed as a Ukrainian poly-

ethnical, border, coastal, industrial town with the influ-
enced intellectuals, educational and culture figures under 
the influence of several specific factors since its founda-
tion. The dominant democratic, humanistic and tolerant 
principles were always inherent in the town as well as the 
local community’s desire for educational and culture de-
velopment despite the long presence of Russian autocra-
cy. The historical experience demonstrated that the de-
sire was realized only under the favorable circumstances 
in a democratic society. The history of the Mariupol Local 
Public University (hereinafter MLPU) during 1917-1919 
provided convincing evidence to that fact as well as dem-
onstrated the interesting material for the issues of educa-
tional, social and political processes consideration at the 
level of a regional town during the Ukrainian Revolution. 

The scientific interest for the phenomenon of Mari-
upol’s history was highlighted only in the post-Soviet pe-
riod, and only at the beginning of the 21st century. The 
fact was due to the lack of the MLPU’s mentioning by the 
local Soviet historians during 1920-1980-s as well as the 
Mariupol’s researchers had other study issues during the 
first Soviet decade. 

The interest of the local scientists to the MLPU was 
drawn only at the beginning of 2000-s. The MLPU’s activi-
ty was partially presented by the modern Mariupol’s histo-
rians. The collective work of scientific workers (Bozhko, 
Buly, Hashenenko, 2006) from The Mariupol Local Histo-
ry Museum presented the short general information re-
garding the public university.  

The Vice Director for scientific work of The Mariupol 
Local History Museum considered the issues in more 
detail (Bozhko, 2004; 2020). Analyzing the historical pre-
conditions of the Mariupol State University foundation, V. 
Romantsov also joined the theme study (Romantsov, 
2011; 2013). Nevertheless, the abovementioned studies 
are conference and journal publications that contain the 
factual material without any proper analysis and usage of 
modern methodology. 

The purpose of the paper is to highlight the MLPU’s 
history during 1917-1919-s in the context of the modern 
methodological approaches. 

 
Methods 
The issue of the educational life in Mariupol during the 

period of Revolution (1917-1919) requires an application 
to the modern methodology. The scientific view regarding 
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the MLPU’ activity implies the implementation of anthro-
pological, social, cultural and interdisciplinary approach-
es, the direction of microhistory. The works of the Ukrai-
nian and foreign scientists (historians, social scientists, 
philosophers) contain the theoretical concepts from the 
mentioned issues. 

The theoretical foundations of historical anthropology 
presented in the works of P. Berk ( 2005), K. Haluschko 
(2003) and other scientists that analyze a place of histori-
cal anthropology in scientific historical studies should be 
taken into account during highlighting the history of the 
MLPU. P. Berk (2005) considers historical anthropology 
in the context of new cultural history and demonstrates a 
place of man and human communities in the process.  

The address to the social and cultural history devel-
oped by M. Lapin (2000), T. Parsons (2012), P. Sorokin 
(1992), facilitates the MLPU’s history consideration. 
T. Parsons claimed that any cultural system could not be 
institutionalized by itself without integrations with the so-
cial environment (Parsons, 2012). That fact is true for the 
educational activity. Having survived the revolution tur-
moil in Russia and analyzed its social consequences, 
P. Sorokin wrote: “The whole life cycle of all great revolu-
tions contained… the typical stages. The first is usually 
short-term. It is referred to the joy of liberation from tyran-
ny of the old regime and promised reforms’ anticipation. 
This initial stage is in radiant mood, the authorities are 
humanistic and merciful, and the whole policy is of soft-
power, indecisive and often powerless. However, “the 
worst beast” has begun to wake up in people. The short 
overture ends and the second, destructive stage suc-
ceeds” (Sorokin, 1992). The evolution is followed on the 
example of the MLPU. M. Lapin considers social and cul-
tural approach, and social and functional structures (La-
pin, 2000). 

The social and cultural aspects of historical study of 
Ukrainian province, for instance the regional towns during 
the Ukrainian revolution were considered by H. Basara-
Tylischak (2017), O. Rozumna (2014). The views are 
coordinated with our issue and permit to understand the 
influence of social processes on the MLPU’s activity.  

The works devoted to the issues of microhistory 
usage for the history of the Mariupol Public University 
consideration have the significant theoretical interest. 
Ch. Medyk (1994) considered the general bases of mi-
crohistory usage and agreed with G. Levi regarding the 
detailed consideration of a historical object by microhisto-
ry in lieu of details study. O. Sachnovskiy (2014) consid-
ers microhistory as a direction of historical studies. 
Ya. Vermenych (2010) analyzes microhistory as a prob-
lem area of social and humanistic studies. I. Guseva 
(2014) highlights the micro aspects of social life and 
strategies of their development. 

The abovementioned complex of the modern metho-
dological approaches guides a researcher to the deep 
scientific analysis of the issue. 

 
Research and Results 
The period of revolution that launched the democratic 

transformations in different spheres of social life, initiated 
the civil activity of thousands of people in March 1917. 
Mariupol’s local community expressed emotional eupho-
ria and desire to realize the plans of educational reform 
which included the local public university creation that 
would provide an opportunity for the wide democratic 
circles of the youth to obtain the modern level of educa-
tion for affordable fee. That was the way of the European 
countries as well as the way of the advanced Ukrainian 
and Russian public.  

The history of the MLPU was brief; however, it was an 
interesting and bright page of Mariupol. The yellowed 
pages of Mariupol’s newspapers 100-year -old contain 
the records that reveal the great interest to the educa-
tional institution’s activity and have left the great informa-
tional massive for the scientists of future generations re-
garding the issue. 

The members of literature and scientific circle had 
borne the thought about the MLPU foundation for a year, 
since 1916. The representatives of Mariupol’s democratic 
intellectuals dreamt “to lead the educational work among 
the locals and to pure the bright thought in absolute mist 
of the old regime”. The literature and scientific circle 
created a committee of public education, the members of 
which worked under the issue of public university’s crea-
tion in 1916. Nevertheless, after a year they had to state 
that “all desires and attempts to initiate public lectures 
were halted by all possible means by the administration of 
the police authorities at the beginning”. Only the February 
Revolution brought “the days of liberty and individual 
emancipation”1 was mentioned in a memorandum from 
the public education committee.  

An initiative of the MLPU foundation came from Mari-
upol’s democratic public that increased its activity in vari-
ous communities after the overthrow of Russian autocra-
cy. The board meeting of literature and scientific circle, 
where all practical questions regarding the MLPU were 
solved, was on March 19, 1917. L. Gintston was elected 
as a head of the office of the circle that acted under the 
democratic transformations; S. Vainerova was elected as 
a deputy and I. Aluf - as a secretary2. S. Vainerova in-
itiated the further practical activity regarding public uni-
versity’s foundation. 

After organizational issues’ discussion, S. Vainerova 
presented her report in which offered a project of public 
university’s foundation. It was meticulously discussed and 
some changes were amended. The circle board encour-
aged support of the university’s foundation from the 
commission elected by the Mariupol local public executive 
committee (hereinafter MLPEC) and all local educational 
communities. All offered propositions regarding the issue 
were decided to approve at the general meeting of litera-
ture and scientific circle on March, 233.  

The first donations to the MLPU were performed at 
the meeting on March, 19. The contributors were L. Gints-
ton and S. Vainerova and donation was 10 and 20 rubles 
respectively4 . The further charity events were in April, 
May, June and till August, 10 thou. rubles were collected 
(Bozhko, 2020). 

The preparation work was performed by the commis-
sion of public education of the MLPEC in the following 
period till October 1917. It was coordinated by the work of 
Literature and Scientific Circle, Pedagogical Committee, 
Students’ Circle, Women’s Union, Council of Workers’ 
and Solders’ Deputies that were interested in the issue. 
The records about the Moscow public university named 
after A. Schaniavskyi and the public university of Nizhny 
Novgorod5 were used in the preparatory work. The com-

                                                             
1 Мариупольское слово (The Mariupol Word). October 29, 
1917.  
2  Мариупольская жизнь (The Mariupol Life). March 23, 
1917.  
3  Мариупольская жизнь. (The Mariupol Life). March 23, 
1917.  
4  Мариупольская жизнь. (The Mariupol Life). March 23, 
1917.  
5 Мариупольское слово (The Mariupol Word). October 29, 
1917.  
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mission member of public education of the MLPEC I. Ko-
valenko was familiar with the working of the Moscow pub-
lic university named after A. Schaniavskyi, as he used to 
be a student at the educational institution (Bozhko, 2020). 

On August 17th the City Council of Mariupol unanim-
ously accepted a project of the MLPU foundation6. The 
commission member of public education of the MLPEC 
I. Kovalenko, the member of public executive committee 
ensign of 24th reserve Infantry Regiment M. Druzynin, the 
head of the Council of Workers’ and Solders’ Deputies 
Ya. Koval spoke when the issue was discussed at the 
meeting of the City Council7.  

The official opening of the MLPU was on October 29, 
1917. It was turbulent time for the whole country in gen-
eral and for Mariupol’s community in particular. The Bol-
shevik coup took place in Petrograd that opened “Pando-
ra’s box” of communistic dictatorship. Mariupol was con-
cerned about the events, waited for the news from Rus-
sian capital where all power was seized by the political 
extremists. Fortunately for the Mariupol’s citizens, the 
democratic institutions of the local authorities (the City 
Council) had more support from the society in a town than 
the Bolsheviks, hence, the town continued to live under 
the circumstances of democratic process. The local au-
thorities mentioned in their appeal to the citizens: “Russia 
has again survived a crisis of power! The presence of 
mind and absolute peace should be kept during the days 
of public ordeal!” 8. The celebration of the MLPU founda-
tion occurred in the political situation of social peace in 
Mariupol. The event was described in detail by the news-
paper “The Mariupol Word” that reflected the great social 
interest to the new public university from the citizens.  

It was mentioned in a report of a commission of public 
education of the MLPEC that “the public university aims 
at the wide democratic mass attraction to science and 
knowledge as well as the widespread of scientific educa-
tion among population”. According to the plan of the 
founders, the university should provide an opportunity to 
obtain “general knowledge as well as the high education 
accessible for all wide layers of the society”. The depart-
ments of general knowledge were anticipated to be 
created together with the departments of special technical 
knowledge as well as the departments of “national culture 
issues should be organized depends on the wishes and 
necessities of citizens” 9. 

The programs of learning subjects were targeted to 
four years according to daily evening classes of two 
hours. The students should learn the general subjects for 
the first two years and special subjects - for the last two 
years. The students had chosen any particular direction 
(history, natural science, political economy, statistics, 
etc.) for learning and learnt it during the whole period of 
study10.  

The Mariupol Local Public University was under the 
rule of the Mariupol Local Public Self-government and 
expanded its activity on a town and region. The financial 
resources were supposed to obtain from the local, go-
vernmental, public institutions, donations and tuition fees. 

                                                             
6 Наше життя (Our Life). May 30 (17), 1918.  
7  Мариупольское слово (The Mariupol Word). August 19, 
1917.  
8 Мариупольское слово (The Mariupol Word). October 29, 
1917.  
9 Мариупольское слово (The Mariupol Word). October 29, 
1917.  
10 Мариупольское слово (The Mariupol Word). October 29, 
1917. 

The board of trustees performed university’s manage-
ment11. 

The donations amounting to approximately 6800 
rubles were made on the day of university’s official open-
ing, on October 29, 191712. Approximately 200 students 
entered the university at natural science and social stu-
dies departments. The classes began on November 1, 
1917. The class schedule contained the following sub-
jects: Russian language and literature, history, psycholo-
gy, national economy, law at the department of social 
studies and Russian language, arithmetic, geometry, 
physics, geography, zoology, botanic, microbiology at the 
department of natural science. The famous Mariupol’s 
lecturers were invited to provide lectures: A. Aleksandro-
vych, M. Chmelnytskyi, V. Kochergin, D. Kononovych, 
K. Lubymova, M. Protopopov, V. Rudevych, O. Snoveds-
kyi, S. Vainerova and others13.  

The renewed Ukrainian statehood spread the power in 
Mariupol shortly after the acceptance of the Third Univer-
sal of the Ukrainian Central Council that proclaimed the 
Ukrainian People’s Republic. The MLPU continued to 
work without any political barriers under the new social 
and political circumstances. Nevertheless, the further 
political changes caused by the power armed seizure of 
Mariupol’s Bolsheviks in a town on December 30, 1917 
(Bozhko, 2020; Bozhko, Buly, Hashenenko, 2006), 
strengthened military and political confrontation in a re-
gion as well as in a country. It opened a way for the con-
stant change of the authorities in a town that negatively 
influenced on the activity of the educational institutions, 
including the MLPU. 

In May 1918 the head of the Board of trustees of the 
MLPU S. Vainerova mentioned: “The public university has 
survived a tough year. Nevertheless, the classes were 
and students visited the classes attracted by knowledge 
thirsty”. However, the financial resources collected for the 
university had been exhausted. As the Local Council did 
not have an opportunity to provide financial help to the 
MLPU, the head of the Board of trustees applied to the 
Local Government with the request to give 4 thou rubles 
to a university treasurer for salaries’ payment for the em-
ployees14.  

The public university encountered the serious financial 
problems under the circumstances of crisis escalation 
during 1918. “The community for collecting donations” 
was created in autumn. The community’s founders were 
the authoritative citizens V. Ostroslavska, A. Pasternak, 
G. Psalti, P. Roskoschynskyi, V. Rudevych, B. Vainerova, 
S. Vainerova, M. Zemtsov 15.  

The community donated 1500 rubles as one-time as-
sistance to a food committee in 1918. Still, it was not 
possible to cover all urgent payments16. The MLPU orga-
nized a charity performance for collecting donations for 
the public university on January 1, 191917. The Board of 

                                                             
11 Мариупольское слово (The Mariupol Word). October 29, 
1917.  
12  Мариупольское слово (The Mariupol Word). November 
14, 1917. 
13  Мариупольское слово (The Mariupol Word). November 
14, 1917. 
14 Наше життя (Our Life). May 30 (17), 1918  
15 Мариупольский вестник (The Mariupol Bulletin). October 
18, 1918.  
16 Мариупольские известия (The Mariupol News). January 
3, 1919. 
17 Мариупольские известия (The Mariupol News). January 
14 (1), 1919.  
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trustees of the MLPU considered the issue of funds allo-
cation by the Board of Mariupol tenants’ community in the 
amount of 100 rubles for the university and decided to 
“express deep gratitude to the community for their atten-
tion to public educational activity” at the meeting on Janu-
ary 13 (26)18. 

The second academic year began at the MLPU on 
October 4, 1918. The teacher of the high commercial 
courses in Petrograd M. Kechedzy-Schapovalov was 
invited as a lecturer for cooperation study19. The shortage 
of the educational staff had worsened at the MLPU at the 
beginning of 1919. The Board of trustees announced 
about an open vacancy of a literature lecturer20 and a 
lecturer of political economy21.  

The third academic year began at the MLPU on No-
vember 4, 1919. There were two departments at the uni-
versity: preparatory and academic. The first department 
was aimed at enhance and systematized knowledge, 
spatially for those students who obtained primary or home 
education. There were lectures of Russian language, 
arithmetic, history, geography and natural science. Only 
15 men entered the preparatory department.  

The academic department was aimed at expanding 
knowledge of the students who had already had the solid 
knowledge base and had known Russian language 
grammar, arithmetic, history, geography and natural 
science. There were lectures of literature, Russian and 
World history, geography, physics, chemistry, geometry, 
algebra, zoology, botanic and physical geography. There 
were only 39 men at the department. It was planned that 
the lectures on the program were accompanied by fee-
based lectures on literature, astronomy, history, political 
economy22.  

The absence of historical sources does not permit to 
follow the further fate of the MLPU. We can agree with P. 
Bozko who has mentioned 1919 as the final date of the 
university existence in her last publication (Bozhko, 
2020), as she is well aware of the materials from the Ma-
riupol Local History Museum. We can only make some 
assumptions about the university’s work termination. Ma-
riupol was under the circumstances of constant turmoil 
when the authorities were changed by the violent means 
at least 15 times (according to the authors’ calculations) 
during 1917-1919-s. The town was in a war zone, and 
was frequently seized by the hostile military forces. The 
quantity of local citizens had dramatically decreased; 
economic activity and financial viability of the citizens was 
ruined. The abovementioned factors caused a crisis of 
Mariupol educational institutions and it had especially 
negative impact on the MLPU’s activity as it had worked 
only for two years and was depended on the local authori-
ties’ financing, donations and educational fees. All finan-
cial resources had been exhausted at the end of 1919. It 
was impossible to exist for the educational institution. The 
Ukrainian Revolution had failed, and the authorities of 
Bolsheviks, which eventually came in 1920, were not in-
terested in the MLPU’s activity. 
                                                             
18 Мариупольские известия (The Mariupol News). February 
20 (7), 1919.  
19 Мариупольский вестник (The Mariupol Bulletin). October 
18, 1918. 
20 Мариупольские известия (The Mariupol News). January 
29 (16), 1919.  
21 Мариупольские известия (The Mariupol News). February 
2 (January 20), 1919.  
22 Мариупольские новости (The Mariupol News). November 
24, 1919.  

Conclusions 
The short-term history of the MLPU is a bright exam-

ple of social processes’ impact on the educational activity. 
The public university was the first attempt of a high edu-
cational institution’s creation in the history of Mariupol. An 
idea of its foundation was implemented under the cir-
cumstances of democratic transformations in Mariupol 
and was an embodiment of local community’s desire to 
improve intellectual field in the town. Such social and 
cultural factor played a crucial role under the circums-
tances when the society wished democratic changes. The 
MLPU was established with the aid of Mariupol’s intellec-
tuals, local democratic representatives who endeavored 
to diversify the educational possibilities and make them 
more accessible for the youth from low and middle in-
come families. 

The history of the MLPU’s activity demonstrated that 
the Democratic Revolution of 1917 and implemented 
transformations created the favorable conditions for the 
public university. Nevertheless, the Bolshevik military 
coup destroyed democratic process and became a start-
ing point to the attack of radical social forces and to the 
further bloody confrontations. It negated all attempts 
aimed at enhancement of educational possibilities. It is 
proved by the studies of the issue in the context of histor-
ical, anthropological, social, cultural and interdisciplinary 
approaches and “the problem field” of microhistory in “the 
socio-humanitarian studies”.  

The experience of the MLPU is crucial as it testifies 
the important connection between the local educational 
initiatives and general governmental policy. The Mariupol 
Local Public University (1917-1919) was a predecessor of 
the Mariupol State University. Both appeared under the 
circumstances of social life democratization and reflected 
the desire of the Mariupol local community to expand the 
sphere of humanistic education. Nevertheless, the activity 
of the first university was halted due to the military actions 
during 1919-1920-s and the Bolshevik authorities’ rejec-
tion of democratic transformations. The modern Mariupol 
State University has an opportunity to accept successfully 
the challenges with the assistance of the Ukrainian State 
and foreign partners despite economic problems and gru-
eling liberation war of Ukraine. 
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У статті на засадах сучасних методологічних підходів висвітлюється питання щодо створення та дія-

льності Маріупольського міського народного університету у суспільних процесах Української революції 
протягом 1917-1919 рр. Історія зазначеного закладу освіти аналізується в контексті антропологічного, 
соціокультурного, міждисциплінарного підходів. Відповідно до методологічних принципів мікроісторії 
детально розглядаються питання про організацію Маріупольського міського народного університету, 
принципи його функціонування. Висвітлюється освітня діяльність університету, його викладацький 
склад, контингент слухачів. Відповідно до методологічних принципів соціокультурної історії акцентуєть-
ся увага на активній організуючій діяльності маріупольської демократичної громадськості того часу у 
справі заснування університету, на впливі мінливих суспільних процесів, які відбувалися загалом в 
Україні, зокрема в Маріуполі щодо вирішення зазначених освітніх питань. На методологічних засадах іс-
торичної антропології розглядається роль окремих історичних персонажів освітнього, громадського 
життя міста (голови опікунської ради народного університету С. Вайнерової, голів Маріупольської місь-
кої думи І. Попова, О. Левицького, члена комісії Маріупольського громадського виконавчого комітету з 
народної освіти І. Коваленка та інших). Згідно з міждисциплінарним підходом у статті поєднані елементи 
історії, соціології та культурології. 
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